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3.2.1 The linent heat ! at e l itn it Ahnll be etinlut nined by either :

n. Mnitit nitilng Col,SS calculat ed core power less thnn or ettunl to
Col.SS coltulnt ed core power operat ing limit bnmed on linent heat
rate (when COI.SS is in service); or

b. Operating within the legion of ncceptable operat ion of Pigure
3.2-1 using any opernble CPC Chnnnel (when COhSS is out of
service).

Al'111 CALL 1LI.II: MODE 1 nbove 207. of RATED 11IEkMAL POWER.

ACIInti:

a. W!th COLSS in servien and the linear heat rate limit not being
maintained as indicated by COLSS cniculated core power exceeding the
COLSS calculated core power operat ing Ilmit hnsed on linear heat rate,
within 15 minutes initiate corrective action to reduce the linent heat
rate to within the limit and either:

1. Restore the linent heat rate to within its limits within 1 hour
of the initiating event, or

2. Reduce TilEKMAL POWER to less than or equal to 20% of RATED
TriERMAL POWER within the next 6 hours,

b. With COLSS out of service and the 1inear heat rate limit not being
raintained as indicated by operation outside the region of acceptable
operation in Figure 3.2-1, ofther:

1. Restare the linear heat rate to within its limits within 2 hours
of the initiating event, or

2. Rnduce TilERMAL POWER to less than or equal to 207 of RATED
TilERMAL POWER within the next 6 hours.

SURVElLLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1.1 The nrovisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applienble.

4.2.1.2 The linear heat rate shall be determined to be within its limits
when TilERMAL POWER is above 207. of RATED TilERMAL POWER by continuously
monitoring the core power distribution with the Core Operating Limit
Supervisory System (COI.SS) or, with the COLSS out of service, by verifying
at least once per 2 hours that the linear hont rate, as indicated on any
OPERABLE CPC channel, is within the limit shown on Figure 3.2-1.

4.2.1.3 At least once por 31 days, the COLSS Margin Alarm shall be
verified to actunto at a TIIERMAL POWER level less than or equal to the core

1power operating limit based on linear heat rate.
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3.2.4 The DNilk limit shall bo maintained by one of the following
methods:

a. Hafntaining COLSS cniculated core power lens than or equni to
COLSS calculatnd cote power operating limit bnned on DNilR (when
Col.SS is in servico, and at least ono CEAC in opornhin); or

b. Maintaining COLSS calculated core power less than or equal to
Col.SS calculated core power opotnting limit based on DNilR
doctnased by 13.0% (when COLSS in in servien and nnither CEAC is I

operable); or
I

c. Operating within the region of acceptabln opernt f on of Pinuro
3.2-2 using any opnrablo CPC chnnnel (when COLSS in out of
servien and at lennt one CEAC in opetable); or

d. Operatlag within the region of acceptable operation of Figurn
3.2-3 using any operablo CPC channel (when COI.SS in out of
service and neither CEAC is operablo).

,

Al'I'LICAltiLin: MODE 1 above 20% of RATED TilERHA1. POWER.

ADT10N:

a. With COLSS in servico and the DNilR limit not being maintained an
'

indicated by COLSS calculated coro power exceeding the COLSS
calculated coro power operating limit baned on DNilR, within.15 minutns
initiato corrective action to reduce thn DNDR to within the limits and
either:

1. Rostorn the DNDR to within its limita within 1 hour of tha
initiating event, or

2. Reduce Ti!ERHAL POWER to less than or equal to 20% of RATED
TilERMA1. POWER within the next 6 hours. ,

b. With COLSS out of sorvico.nnd the DNBR limit not being maintained as
indicated by operation outside the region of acceptabin operation in..
Figurn 3.2-2 or 3.2-3 as applienb ', either:

4

1. Rostore the DNBR to within its limits within-2 hourn of tho
.-initiating ovent,-or

2. Reduce TilERMAb p0WER to less than or equni to 20% of RATED
TilERMAb p0WER within the nnxt 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.2.4.1 The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 nro not applicable.
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